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6. Bipolar Theorem
6.1 Dual linear Spaces

Definition(6.1.1)
Let YX , and Z  be linear spaces over F and a function ZYXG :  associate to each Xa
and to each Yb  the functions ZXGb : and ZYGa :  by defining )(),()( aGbaGbG ba  .
We say that G  is a bilinear function if every aG  and every bG  are linear.

Theorem(6.1.2)
 Let X and Y  be linear spaces over F and a function FYXG :  is a bilinear functional. Put

},0),(:{ YyyxGXxN X   and },0),(:{ XxyxGYyNY 
Then XN  is a subspace of X  and YN  is a subspace of Y . XN and YN  are called null spaces.
Proof :
      Since  XX NNGG 00)0()0,0( 

Let XNxx 21 , and F , . For all Yy
0)0()0(),(),()()()(),( 21212121   yxGyxGxGxGxxGyxxG yyy

XX NNxx  21   is a subspace of X . Similarly to prove YN  is a subspace of Y .

Definition(6.1.3)
 Let X and Y  be linear spaces over F . A bilinear functional FYXG :  is  called a non-
degenerate  if }0{XN and }0{YN .

Remarks
(1) }0{XN , ,means that : Xxx  ,0 , Yy  such that 0),( yxG ,
     i.e. if 0),( yxG  for all Yy , then 0x

(2) A non-degenerate bilinear functional FYXG :  will be denoted by , ,

i.e. yxyxG ,),( 

Definition(6.1.4)
Tow linear spaces YX , over F  are said to be dual spaces, if there is a non-degenerate

bilinear functional FYXG : .
Example(6.1.5)

Let X  be a linear space over F . Show that XX ,   are dual spaces.
Ans:

,:{ FXX     is linear functional } . Define :G X X F   by
)(,),( xxxG     for all X   and for all Xx .

It is clear to show that G  is a bilinear functional
},0)(:{},0),(:{ XxXxXxGXxN X  
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It is clear to show that XN  is a subspace of X  and }0{XN

XX NXxxXN   },0)(:{   and GN X  }0{  is a non -degenerate
bilinear functional , then XX ,   are dual spaces.

Theorem(6.1.6)
 Let X  and Y be dual linear spaces over F . For any element Yy , define the functional

FXy :  by yxxy ,)(   for all Xx .

(1) y  is linear functional

(2) }:{ YyF yY    is a subspace of X 

(3) YFY 
Proof :
           (1) Let Xxx 21 ,  and F ,

)()(,,,)( 21212121 xxyxyxyxxxx yyy   y  is linear

   (2)  since   YYy FFY 000

Let Yyy F
2

,
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  and F ,
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  is a subspace of X 

(3) Define YFYH :  by yyH )( for all Yy

(i) let Yyy 21 ,  and F , . For all Xx

)))(()(())(()()(

,,,)())((
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HyHyHyyH  )()()( 2121    is linear
(ii) let Yyy 21 ,  such that )()( 21 yHyH 

)()(
2121

xx yyyy    for Xx 21 ,, yxyx   for Xx

),(),( 21 yxGyxG   for Xx 0),( 21  yyxG   for Xx

YNyy  21

Since 2121 0}0{ yyyyNY  H  is one to one
(iii)      Let HyGYyF yYy   )(   is onto.

So that YFY 
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6.2 Weak Topology
Definition(6.2.1)

Let X  and Y be dual topological linear spaces over F .
The weakest topology on X , for which all functional y  are continuous ,is called the

weak topology on X  and it is denoted  by ),( YX , the member of this topology is
weakly open sets. Similarly: one may define the weak topology ),( XY  on Y .
 ),( YX  is a locally convex topology as it is defined by the family YyyP }{  of all

seminorms yxxPy ,)( 

  A weakly continuous ( - continuous) functional on X  is by definition, a continuous
functional in the weak topology. We also use the notions of weakly closed (or  -
closed) ser, weakly compact set, etc.

   It is clear to show that : A subset of X   is weakly open if for every Ax 0 , there is an
0 and there are Yyyy n ,,, 21   such that

AyxxXx i

n

i




},Re:{
1

0 
Theorem(6.2.2)
Let X  and Y be dual topological vector spaces over F . Any weakly continuous linear
functional f  on X  has a unique representation of the form yxxf ,)(   for all Xx

Proof :
      There exists Yyi   , ni ,,2,1   such that

},,2,1:,max{)( niyxxf i 

Denoting
niyxxf ii ,,2,1,,)( 

We have 0)( xf  whenever nixf i ,,2,10)( 

Hence f  is a linear combination of nif i ,,2,1 

6.3 Bipolar Sets
Definition(6.3.1)
Let X  and Y be dual topological linear spaces over F , and let XA  . The polar set of A

is denoted by A  and defined as : },1,Re:{ AxyxYyA  .The set A , i.e. the
polar set of A , is called the bipolar set of A

},1,Re:{)(  AyyxXxAA 

It is clear to show that AA  . In particular, if X  is a Hausdorff locally convex space
and  XY , then
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},1)(:{},1)(:{  AfxfxxAAxxfXfA  

Theorem(6.3.2)
Let X  and Y be dual topological linear spaces over F , and let XBA ,

(1) If BA  , then  AB 
(2) If F and 0 , then  AA 1)(  
(3) If A  absorbs B , then B  absorbs A
(4) If A  is balanced, then so is A  and }1,:|{ AxyxYyA 

(5) If A  is a subspace of X , then A  is a subspace of Y  and
{ : , 0 }A y Y x y x A    

(6) Y  and }0{X

(7) A  is convex
(8) 

Ax

yxYyA


 }1,Re:{

(9) A  is weakly closed
Proof :
         (1) Let YyBy    and 1,Re yx  for all Bx

Since 1,Re  yxBA   for all Ax  ABAy 

        (2) Since yxyxyx  ,,, 

1,Re  yx  for all Ax Ay 

Since  AAAyAy 1111 )()(0   
Similarly  )(1 AA    so that  AA 1)(  

         (3) Since A  is absorbs B F0  such that 0AB   whenever |||| 0 

Since  BABABAAB   1)(
B  absorbs A

        (4) Since A  is balanced AA    for all F  with 1|| 
 AAAAA    1)(  for all F  with 1|| 

A  is balanced.
Put },1|,:|{ AxyxYyD 

Let 1|,|  yxDy  for all Ax

Since 1,Re|,|,Re  yxyxyx  for all Ax
 ADAy 

Now let 1,Re  zxAz   for all Ax

Take F  such that 1|| 
Since A  is balanced AA  
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1,Re  zx  for all Ax 1,  yx  for all Ax

DADADz  

     (5) Since A  is a subspace of X A  is a balanced set
},1,:{ AxyxYyA  

Put },0,:{ AxyxYyM 

Let 0,  yxMy   for all Ax

1,  yx  for all Ax  AMAy 

Now
Let , 1z A m z    for all Am

Since A  is a subspace Ax    for all Ax  and for all F

1|,  yx for all Ax  and for all F

0, yx  for all MAMAMyAx  

},0,:{ AxyxYyA  

Let Ayy 21 ,  and F ,

For all Ax
0,,, 2121  yxyxyyx   AAyy  21   is a subspace.

(6)
 (a) }1,Re:{   xyxYy

Since   is empty set YYy  }{
 (b) Since X  is a vector space },0,:{ XxyxYyX  

Since 0, yx for all 0 yXx , i.e. }0{YN }0{ X

 (7) Let Ayy 21 ,  and 10  

1)1(,Re)1(,Re

),)1(,Re()1(,Re

21

2121







yxyx

yxyxyyx

 AAyy  21 )1(   is convex set.
(8) Take 

Ax

yxYyD


 }1,Re:{

Let YyAy    and 1,Re yx  for all Ax

DADy   . Similarly to prove  ADAD 

Theorem (6.3.3)
 Let X  and Y be dual topological linear spaces over F and let XA  , then })0{(  AcoA 

where the closure ""   taken in the weak topology.
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Proof :
    Let BAcoB  })0{(  is smallest closed convex set contained A

Since A  is closed convex set in Y A  is closed convex set in X  contained
A AB  . We have to show that BA 

Since  BABA  . To show that BB 

Let us assume that there exists an Bx 0  such that Bx 0 . By second separation
theorem, there exists Yy 0  such that 1,Re 0 oyx  and 1,Re oyx  for all Bx

Since 1,Re oyx  for all Bx , then By 0 , but 1,Re 0 oyx , then 
 Bx  . This

contradiction BABABB  

Corollary (6.3.4)
    Let X  and Y be dual topological linear spaces over F

(1) If M  is a subspace of X , then MM 

(2) If XA  , then  AA 
Proof :
(1) Since M X ( {0})M co M  

Since M  is a subspace , then 0 M {0}M M   ( )M co M 

Since M  is a subspace , then M  is convex set ( )co M M  M M 

Exercises (6)
6.1
6.2


